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Jung On Synchronicity And The Paranormal
This second volume explores Jung’s understanding of synchronicity and argues that it offers
an important contribution to contemporary science. Whilst the scientific world has often ignored
Jung’s theories as being too much like mysticism, Haule argues that what the human psyche
knows beyond sensory perception is extremely valuable. Divided into two parts, areas of
discussion include: shamanism and mastery border zones of exact science meditation,
parapsychology and psychokinesis Jung in the 21st Century Volume Two: Synchronicity and
Science will, like the first volume, be an invaluable resource for all those in the field of
analytical psychology, including students of Jung, psychoanalysts and psychotherapists with
an interest in the meeting of Jung and science.
We've all experienced or heard of surprising events and unexplainable coincidences—money
that seems to come from nowhere, a spontaneous idea that turns into a life-changing solution,
meeting our soulmate on a flight we weren't supposed to take, or families being reunited by
"accident" after years of separation. Often these coincidences are explained as being
controlled by a higher power or pure chance. But for the first time since Carl Jung's work,
comes bold new research that explains scientifically how we can identify, understand, and
perhaps even control the frequency of coincidences in our everyday lives. Bernard Beitman, a
leading expert on Coincidence Studies, proposes a greater personal responsibility which
depends partly upon newly discovered "grid cells" located in the brain, near the hippocampus.
But neuroscience cannot complete the entire puzzle, and in this fascinating guide, Beitman
provides the missing piece. From analyzing true stories of synchronicity from around the globe
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and throughout history, he shares key personality characteristics and situational factors that
contribute to the occurrence of meaningful coincidences in our lives. Where other books on
coincidences tend to be theoretical, inspirational, or story collections only, Beitman's book is
the first to provide a scientific understanding and practical ways in which readers can use them
in their own lives. He reveals: How to activate your observing self so you don't miss
synchronistic moments How serendipity can offer insights into solving problems or making
difficult decisions Why stress activates meaningful coincidences Which states of mind impede
our ability to experience synchronicity How to interpret the meaning of a coincidence Why
being attuned to coincidences is a learned skill—and how to hone your sensitivity.
Jung's lifelong interest in the paranormal contributed significantly to the development of his
influential but controversial theory of synchronicity. In this volume Roderick Main brings
together a selection of Jung's writings on topics from well-known and less accessible sources
to explore the close relationship between them. In a searching introduction he addresses all
the main aspects of synchronicity and clarifies the confusions and difficulties commonly
experienced by readers interested in achieving a real understanding of what Jung had to say.
This book provides an excellent companion to Jung's Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting
Principle (Routledge) and reveals the full extent and range of Jung's researches into a range of
psychic phenomena which are still not yet adequately explained.
Most influential work of Swiss psychiatrist breaks with Freudian tradition to focus on role of
dreams, mythology, and literature in defining patterns of psyche. Landmark case study;
influential in Jung's redefinition of libido.
Explores our answerability and responsibility to the world.
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Jung was intrigued from early in his career with coincidences, especially those surprising
juxtapositions that scientific rationality could not adequately explain. He discussed these ideas
with Albert Einstein before World War I, but first used the term "synchronicity" in a 1930
lecture, in reference to the unusual psychological insights generated from consulting the I
Ching. A long correspondence and friendship with the Nobel Prize-winning physicist Wolfgang
Pauli stimulated a final, mature statement of Jung's thinking on synchronicity, originally
published in 1952 and reproduced here. Together with a wealth of historical and contemporary
material, this essay describes an astrological experiment Jung conducted to test his theory.
Synchronicity reveals the full extent of Jung's research into a wide range of psychic
phenomena. This paperback edition of Jung's classic work includes a new foreword by Sonu
Shamdasani, Philemon Professor of Jung History at University College London.
Explores the role of synchronicity in all aspects of life and shows how to analyze synchronistic
experiences to help gain self-understanding
An exploration of Jung's concept of human psychic existence which affirms the validity of
various levels of astrological, mystical, and parapsychic knowledge and experience

Jung’s understanding of Yijing for supporting the synchronistic principle reveals the key
issues of his archetypal theory. Jung’s archetypal theory, which is the basic motif of his
understanding of Yijing, illuminates the religious significance of Yijing. Jung defines the
human experience of the divine as an archetypal process by way of which the
unconscious conveys the human religious experience. In this way, the divine and the
unconscious mind are inseparable from each other. For the human experience of the
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divine, Jung’s archetypal theory developed in a theistic tradition is encountered with
the religious character of the non-theistic tradition of Yijing. From Jung’s partial
adaptation of Yijing, however, we notice the differences between Jung’s archetypal
psychology and the Yijing cosmological view. This difference represents the difference
between the Western and the East Asian tradition. This aspect is well shown in the fact
that Jung’s theoretical assumption for the definition of archetype is deeply associated
with Plato’s Idea and the Kantian a priori category. Accordingly, Jung brings their
timeless-spaceless realm of archetype into the synchronistic phenomenon of the
psyche and identifies the Yijing text with the readable archetype. Yet, the synchronistic
moment that Jung presents is the phenomenon always involved in subjective
experience and intuition, which are developed in the duration of time. The synchronistic
phenomenon is not transcendent or the objective flowing of time-in-itself regardless of
our subjective experience.
The pioneering analysis of synchronicity was given by Jung, yet despite the concept's
momentous significance in Jung's work, and despite the widespread dissemination of
the term 'synchronicity' even within pop culture, synchronicity is often badly
misconstrued and remains "perhaps the least understood of Jung's theories".
Synchronicity, Science, and Soul-Making has already been hailed as the most
important analysis of synchronicity since Jung himself.
In 1932, world-renowned physicist Wolfgang Pauli had already done the work that
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would win him the 1945 Nobel Prize. He was also suffering after a series of troubling
personal events. He was drinking heavily, quarrelling frequently, and experiencing
powerful, disturbing dreams. Pauli turned to C. G. Jung for help, forging an
extraordinary intellectual conjunction not just between a physicist and a psychologist
but between physics and psychology. As their acquaintance developed, Jung and Pauli
discussed the nature of dreams and their relation to reality, finding surprising common
ground between depth psychology and quantum physics and profoundly influencing
each other's work. This portrait of an incredible friendship will fascinate readers
interested in psychology, science, creativity, and genius.
A wealth of evidence for doubters and disbelievers "Whether it's the latest shark
cartilage scam, or some new 'repressed memory' idiocy that besets you, I suggest you
carry a copy of this dictionary at all times, or at least have it within reach as first aid for
psychic attacks. We need all the help we can get." -James Randi, President, James
Randi Educational Foundation, randi.org "From alternative medicine, aliens, and
psychics to the farthest shores of science and beyond, Robert Carroll presents a
fascinating look at some of humanity's most strange and wonderful ideas. Refreshing
and witty, both believers and unbelievers will find this compendium complete and
captivating. Buy this book and feed your head!" -Clifford Pickover, author of The Stars
of Heaven and Dreaming the Future "A refreshing compendium of clear thinking, a
welcome and potent antidote to the reams of books on the supernatural and
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pseudoscientific." -John Allen Paulos, author of Innumeracy and A Mathematician
Reads the Newspaper "This book covers an amazing range of topics and can protect
many people from being scammed." -Stephen Barrett, M.D., quackwatch.org Featuring
close to 400 definitions, arguments, and essays on topics ranging from acupuncture to
zombies, The Skeptic's Dictionary is a lively, commonsense trove of detailed
information on all things supernatural, occult, paranormal, and pseudoscientific. It
covers such categories as alternative medicine; cryptozoology; extraterrestrials and
UFOs; frauds and hoaxes; junk science; logic and perception; New Age energy; and the
psychic. For the open-minded seeker, the soft or hardened skeptic, and the believing
doubter, this book offers a remarkable range of information that puts to the test the best
arguments of true believers.
Synchronicity: Multiple Perspectives on Meaningful Coincidence explores the nature of
synchronicities from a wide variety of perspectives including science, religion, extrasensory perception and psychokinesis. It investigates the role of the archetypes, the
limits to scientific causality and the way in which synchronicities can open a door into
the numinous and speak to the unification of humanity and the world. Book jacket.
Well-known for his articulation of the "shadow side" of human individuality and culture,
C. G. Jung wrote a great deal about the question of evil throughout his life and in
scattered places in his work. In this book his position is pieced together from many
sources. In his early work on the unconscious, for instance, he considered the role of
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evil in the mental processes of the severely disturbed. Later, he viewed the question of
moral choice within the framework of his ideas about archetypes and discussions about
moral choices, conscience, and the continual ethical reflection that is necessary for all
of us. The material here includes letters to Freud and Father Victor White and
selections from his writings ranging from his Answer to Job to his travel piece on North
Africa.
Probing deeply into the C.G. Jung's theory of synchronicity, Roderick Main clarifies
issues that have long been a source of confusion to interested readers. 30 halftones.
The pioneering work of Nobel prize-winning physicist Wolfgang Pauli led to developing
the bombs that decimated Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Desperate over this outcome, Pauli
sought help from the eminent depth psychologist, C. G. Jung. Their long
correspondence provides the powerful and unique record of a mature scientist's inner
journey. It also has had a tremendous impact on scientific and psychological thought
ever since. Pauli and Jung is a lucid interpretation of Pauli's ideas and dreams that
forcefully validates his belief in the inseparable union of science and spirituality. Far
ahead of their time, Wolfgang Pauli and C. G. Jung both knew this union is essential for
the future of humanity and the survival of the planet.
Examines the work of Jung and Pauli on the phenomena of 'meaningful coincidences'.
This fine new book, the third in a series, brings psychologists up to date on the
advances of phenomenological research methods in illuminating the nature of human
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awareness and ex periences. In the more congenial and welcoming intellectual climate
of the 1990s, phe nomenological methods have moved to the forefront of discourse on
research methods that support and advocate an expanding view of science. In Valle
and King (1978), phenome nological methods were presented as alternatives to
behavioral methods. In Valle and Halling (1989), phenomenological methods were
advanced to perspectives in psychology. This new volume is even less cautious, indeed
bolder, in relation to conventional methods and epistemologies. By now, people
knowledgeable about psychology, and most psycholo gists, have digested the criticisms
directed against methods that operationalize, quantify, and often minimize human
behavior. In bringing us up to date on the growing power of phe nomenological
methods, this volume brings welcome coherence and integrity to an in creasingly
harried science attempting to reenchant itself with meaning and depth, an endeavor
artfully exemplified by phenomenological inquiries of the last several decades.
Jung on Synchronicity and the ParanormalPrinceton University Press
Vezina explores Carl Jung's meaningful coincidences in which our inner world of
thoughts and dreams dramatically collides with events in the outer world.
Synchronicities can involve remarkable meetings with individuals who open a door into
a new phase of existence. Vezina illuminates the inner nature of these mysterious
messengers and the encounters that can act to transform our lives.
To Jung, synchonicity is a meaningful coincidence in time, a psychic factor which is
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independant of space and time. This revolutionary concept of synchronicity both
challenges and complements the physicist's classical view of casualty. It also forces is
to a basic reconsideration of the meaning of chance, probability, coincidence and the
singular events in our lives.
From Aristotle's Physics to quantum teleportation, learn about the scientific pursuit of
instantaneous connections in this insightful examination of our world. For millennia,
scientists have puzzled over a simple question: Does the universe have a speed limit?
If not, some effects could happen at the same instant as the actions that caused them -and some effects, ludicrously, might even happen before their causes. By one hundred
years ago, it seemed clear that the speed of light was the fastest possible speed.
Causality was safe. And then quantum mechanics happened, introducing spooky
connections that seemed to circumvent the law of cause and effect. Inspired by the new
physics, psychologist Carl Jung and physicist Wolfgang Pauli explored a concept called
synchronicity, a weird phenomenon they thought could link events without causes.
Synchronicity tells that sprawling tale of insight and creativity, and asks where these
ideas -- some plain crazy, and others crazy powerful -- are taking the human story next.
Why was the idea of synchronicity so important to Jung? Jung's theory of synchronicity
radically challenges the entrenched assumptions of mainstream modern culture in the
West. It is one of the most fascinating yet difficult and discomfiting of Jung's
psychological theories. The Rupture of Time aims to clarify what Jung really meant by
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synchronicity, why the idea was so important to him and how it informed his thinking
about modern western culture. Areas examined include: * how the theory fits into
Jung's overall psychological model and the significance of its apparent inconsistencies
* the wide range of personal, intellectual and social contexts of Jung's thinking on the
topic * how Jung himself applied the theory of synchronicity within his critique of
science, religion, and society * the continuing relevance of the theory for understanding
issues in contemporary detraditionalised religion. Focusing closely on Jung's own
writings and statements, this book discloses that the theory of synchronicity is not an
inconsequential addendum to analytical psychology but is central to the psychological
project that occupied Jung throughout his professional life. This much-needed
clarification of one of Jung's central tenets will be of great interest to all analytical
psychologists and scholars engaged with Jungian thought.
Written three years before his death, The Undiscovered Self combines acuity with
concision in masterly fashion and is Jung at his very best. Offering clear and crisp
insights into some of his major theories, such as the duality of human nature, the
unconscious, human instinct and spirituality, Jung warns against the threats of
totalitarianism and political and social propaganda to the free-thinking individual. As
timely now as when it was first written, Jung's vision is a salutary reminder of why we
should not become passive members of the herd. With a new foreword by Sonu
Shamdasani.
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Synchronicity: the uncanny and fortuitous timing of events that seems to go beyond pure
chance. Synchronicity can act as a guide along our life path, helping us through challenging
times and nudging us toward self-fulfillment.Psychologist Chris Mackey offers astounding case
studies, alongside a lucid explanation of the brain science underlying synchronicity and many
practical suggestions for working with it, from journaling and symbol analysis to dream
interpretation and ideas for accessing flow. He is convinced that synchronicity has a crucial
role to play in helping us "go within" and tap intoour intuitive and spiritual selves. This book is
also a passionate call for a new, more optimistic "positive psychiatry" that embraces our
transcendent experiences. A 21st-century take on Jung's legacy, this exciting new approach to
synchronicity will appeal to anyone interested in the opportunities for personal development
offered by altered states of consciousness. "A profound introduction to deep concepts of mind,
meaning and the challenges of creating a life well lived for everyone." --Ernest Rossi, Ph.D.,
author of The Psychobiology of Gene Expression and Creating Consciousness
Also available in an open-access, full-text edition at
http://oaktrust.library.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/88024 In 1952 C. G. Jung published a
paradoxical hypothesis on synchronicity that marked an attempt to expand the western world’s
conception of the relationship between nature and the psyche. Jung’s hypothesis sought to
break down the polarizing cause-effect assessment of the world and psyche, suggesting that
everything is interconnected. Thus, synchronicity is both "a meaningful event" and "an acausal
connecting principle." Evaluating the world in this manner opened the door to "exploring the
possibility of meaning in chance or random events, deciphering if and when meaning might be
present even if outside conscious awareness." Now, after contextualizing Jung’s work in
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relation to contemporary scientific advancements such as relativity and quantum theories,
Joseph Cambray explores in this book how Jung’s theories, practices, and clinical methods
influenced the current field of complexity theory, which works with a paradox similar to Jung’s
synchronicity: the importance of symmetry as well as the need to break that symmetry for
"emergence" to occur. Finally, Cambray provides his unique contribution to the field by
attempting to trace "cultural synchronicities," a reconsideration of historical events in terms of
their synchronistic aspects. For example, he examines the emergence of democracy in ancient
Greece in order "to find a model of group decision making based on emergentist principles with
a synchronistic core."
C. G. Jung, son of a Swiss Reformed pastor, used his Christian background throughout his
career to illuminate the psychological roots of all religions. Jung believed religion was a
profound, psychological response to the unknown--both the inner self and the outer
worlds--and he understood Christianity to be a profound meditation on the meaning of the life
of Jesus of Nazareth within the context of Hebrew spirituality and the Biblical worldview.
Murray Stein's introduction relates Jung's personal relationship with Christianity to his
psychological views on religion in general, his hermeneutic of religious thought, and his
therapeutic attitude toward Christianity. This volume includes extensive selections from
Psychological Approach to the Dogma of the Trinity," "Christ as a Symbol of the Self," from
Aion, "Answer to Job," letters to Father Vincent White from Letters, and many more.
With fascinating historical anecdotes and incisive scientific analysis, this important work
combines ancient thought with modern theory to reveal a new way of viewing our universe that
can expand our awareness, our lives, and may well point the way to a new science for the
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twenty-first century.
Jung on Astrology brings together C. G. Jung’s thoughts on astrology in a single volume for
the first time, significantly adding to our understanding of Jung’s work. Jung’s Collected
Works, seminars, and letters contain numerous discussions of this ancient divinatory system,
and Jung himself used astrological horoscopes as a diagnostic tool in his analytic practice.
Understood in terms of his own psychology as a symbolic representation of the archetypes of
the collective unconscious, Jung found in astrology a wealth of spiritual and psychological
meaning and suggested it represents the "sum of all the psychological knowledge of antiquity."
The selections and editorial introductions by Safron Rossi and Keiron Le Grice address topics
that were of critical importance to Jung—such as the archetypal symbolism in astrology, the
precession of the equinoxes and astrological ages, astrology as a form of synchronicity and
acausal correspondence, the qualitative nature of time, and the experience of astrological
fate—allowing readers to assess astrology’s place within the larger corpus of Jung’s work and
its value as a source of symbolic meaning for our time. The book will be of great interest to
analytical psychologists, Jungian psychotherapists and academics and students of depth
psychology, Jungian and post-Jungian studies, as well as to astrologers and therapists of other
orientations, especially transpersonal.
Presents the Swiss psychologist's thoughts, experiences, and everything he felt after a period
of time spent seeing visions, hearing voices, and inducing hallucinations.
Fear grips those who doubt that their existence has meaning, and the prevailing notion that
humans are situated on a dot in the middle of a dark, cold universe leaves people shivering in
cosmic insignificance. Many would argue that science and technology have separated
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individuals from God while others would say that people have lost their faith, and some would
assert that God is dead. Many simply do not know what to believe. Today’s self-help industry
is a testament to the search for meaning in an age of uncertainty and faltering religious
structures. The truth is that technology and science now answer many of the questions that
used to be left to God. This development has confounded people’s ability to integrate what is
known today with what was once thought. The disparity between past and present beliefs may
be observed in the concept of the angel. There are many who claim that any lingering belief in
angels is merely the residue of imaginary or wishful thinking, and there are others who hold
that angels (wings, halos, and harps) literally exist. How is one to reconcile such contradictory
beliefs? C. G. Jung’s theory of synchronicity (meaningful coincidence) provides a vehicle for
the exploration and possible reconciliation of such questions. Rather than echoing the skeptic
who says angels cannot exist or the religious enthusiast who affirms their immanence, one
might reframe the entire discussion. Like the biblical concept of annunciation, in which an
angel delivers a heavenly message to an earthly individual, synchronicity defines the moment
at which the eternal touches the temporal.
An alternative to Jung's theory of synchronicity that would demystify synchronistic happenings
by explaining them in purely naturalistic terms as opposed to religious terms.

Penetrating study of the psychological aspects of time, number and methods of
divining fate such as the I Ching, astrology, Tarot, palmistry, dice, etc.,
contrasting Western scientific attitudes with those of the Chinese and so-called
primitives.
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The experience of meaningful coincidences is universal. They are reported by
people of every culture, every belief system, and every time period. Synchronicity
examines the evidence for the human influence on the meaningfulness of events,
and the way the modern computational model of the mind predicts how we create
meaning. It demonstrates that these events, based on the activity of the mind,
are caused by the person who perceives them. In this fascinating work, you will:
Learn to use your amazing ability to create synchronistic events Discover how
your mind creates the reality you experience Unlock your brain’s vast resources
of connectivity and creativity Change from living as a separate being to living as a
part of the unified whole Synchronicity will show you how you already create
events around you, and make you a conscious co-creator of your reality. Dr.
Surprise describes the miracles of your brain’s processes, merging the worlds of
modern physics and ancient mysticism to reveal abilities you have always
possessed, but which were not fully understood—until now. Learn to make reality
dance to the rhythms of your thoughts.
Carl Gustav Jung was the pioneering founder of analytical psychology, a form of
analysis that has revolutionised the approach to mental illness and the study of
the mind. In this anthology, David Tacey brings together a selection of Jung's
essays from his famous Collected Works. Divided into four parts, each with a
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brand new introduction, this book considers 17 of Jung’s most important papers
covering: the nature of the psyche archetypes religion and culture therapy and
healing. This accessible collection is essential reading for undergraduates on
analytical psychology courses, those on psychotherapy training courses, and
students studying symbolism and dreams, or archetypal approaches to literature,
cinema, religious studies, sociology or philosophy. The text is an informative
introduction for general readers as well as analysts and academics who want to
learn more about C. G. Jung's contribution to psychoanalysis, and how his ideas
are still extremely relevant in the world today.
We’ve all had those perfect moments when events that could never be
predicted, let alone controlled, remarkably seem to guide us along our path. Carl
Jung called this phenomena “synchronicity” – “a collaboration between persons
and events that seems to enlist the cooperation of fate.” In this book, Joseph
Jaworski argues that the right state of mind will make you the kind of person who
can enlist the cooperation of fate and take advantage of synchronicity, creating
the conditions for “predictable miracles.” If you are tired of being the victim of
circumstances, this book will teach you to be the kind of person who creates your
own circumstances. Jaworski shares the story of his own escape from an
inauthentic life and his journey into a world filled with possibility. He maps out the
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inner path of leadership for those who feel the call to achieve their full potential,
using his own life story to teach readers a greater truth. He examines the
fundamental shifts of mind that free us to seek out the power of synchronicity.
After reading this book, you will discover your own power to help those realities
unfold. You will learn to “listen” to realities that want to emerge in this world and
acquire the courage to help them be born. "Synchronicity illustrates that
leadership is about the release of human possibilities, about enabling others to
break free of limits – created organizationally or self-imposed. Although this book
describes the author's personal journey, it contains profound messages about
organizational learning and effectiveness." – Scientific American
Twelve essays by the distinguished analyst Marie-Louise von Franz—five of them
appearing in English for the first time—discuss synchronicity, number and time,
and contemporary areas of rapprochement between the natural sciences and
analytical psychology with regard to the relationship between mind and matter.
This last question is among the most crucial today for fields as varied as
microphysics, psychosomatic medicine, biology, quantum physics, and depth
psychology.
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